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INSIDE
Wellness Fair offers
health education
Students had
a chance to
learn about
healthy
lifestyles on
Wednesday.

SCSU finds millions
A careful review of SCSU’s budget reveals a multi-million dollar surplus
Chad Eldred
STAFF WRITER
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Huskies b-ball beats
MSU-Crookston
Senior guard Nate Miller
scored a season-high 27 points
in last night’s game to go 4-1.

After reviewing the budget,
SCSU has announced that the
University has a $4.8 million surplus, and the University is looking
for ways to spend the money.
The student government is helping to bring students’ ideas to the
administration.
Gordie Loewen, legislative
affairs chair for the student government, said that SCSU overcompensated for the budget and the surplus
money is the result.
“We over-accounted for a lot of
budget problems that we thought we
may run into, and so there is money
left over,” Loewen said. “A lot of it
may have to do with fuel costs and
we were in the middle of faculty
contract negotiations, so we had to

be very liberal with our estimate of
what faculty wage increases were
going to be and it was not quite that
much.”
SCSU President Roy Saigo will
have the ultimate decision about
how the money will be spent, but
the University asked that groups on
campus give recommendations for
where they would like to see the
money spent.
Loewen said that the student
government has come up with a proposal that they hope will benefit all
students on campus.
“We have discussed using the
money from everything from complete tuition relief to updating the
meters in the pay lots so they don’t
malfunction and increasing security
around campus by adding security
cameras,” Loewen said.
Loewen said that having surplus

money is a unique situation for our
campus and the students at SCSU to
be in.
“In the past, we have under-budgeted for things and had to take
money from the reserves, but normally our budget is pretty close to
our actual expenditures, so this is
not an everyday occurrence,”
Loewen said.
Loewen said that students at
SCSU should make their voices
heard and had his own ideas about
where the surplus money should go.
“That money belongs to the students that paid the extra money,”
Loewen said. “We can’t write
checks back to students, because
writing each student a $0.54 check
would be ridiculous, but we want to
get it back in the general populous
so that many of the students that are
still here can benefit from it.”

Vigil raises AIDS awareness
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Lan party kicks off
competition week
Computers,
X-boxes and
wires provided a night of
gaming for
students.
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Director of GLBT Services Steve Cirrone lights a candle for David Anderson,a third-year student,during Wednesday’s candle light vigil in reflection of the AIDS pandemic during World AIDS/HIV
Awareness Day. For more on the day’s events see page 3.
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Finals
confuse
Chad Brancamp
STAFF WRITER

Students may be wondering why
finals have been split by graduation
weekend.
The reason the semester is ending
so late is because administration has
decided that the fall semester will
always start after Labor Day, which
was later than usual this year.
“There are a certain amount of
class meeting days that we have to fit
in between Labor Day and
Christmas,” Lin Holder, vice president of Academic Affairs, said. “We
start after Labor Day for many reasons, one being Move-in Day.”
Holder went on to say that they
tried starting before Labor Day once
and it was difficult to schedule without the use of the holiday weekend
“It was a disaster,” Holder said.
“Traffic was backed up to Highway
10, people had to take time off work
to bring students to campus and there
were also students who couldn’t get
out of their summer jobs in time for
classes.”
The academic calendar is planned
well in advance. Holder comes up
with a draft. The draft is then sent to
the Dean’s council and the faculty
executive council. The council representatives take the draft to their
departments for input and then send it
back to Academic Affairs with feedback and recommendations.
“The process can take months,”
Holder said. “This is why we have it
done a year or two in advance, just in
case there are problems or issues to
resolve.”
The fact that finals end two days
before Christmas Eve have some students frustrated.
“My family is traveling out of
state for the holidays, and I can’t go
because it is in the middle of finals,”
senior Mary Darwin said.
“I wish they would give us more
time,” senior Michelle Gunderson
said. “I travel to visit my family.”
Commencement is also before the
end of finals this year because of the
closeness of the holiday season.
“My fellow graduates are a little
upset that they have to go back to
school after they graduate,”
Gunderson said. “I have four finals to
take after graduation.”
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Campus & State
SpongeBob thieves strike Burger King
The blow-up SpongeBob SquarePants that usually sits on top of St.
Cloud’s Burger King on the East side is missing.
This crime follows another SpongeBob theft that took place in Little
Falls the week of Nov. 15. The “kidnappers” left a ransom note for the
$500 character demanding 10 Krabbie Patties, milkshakes and fries.
The ransom note was signed by Plankton, SpongeBob’s enemy on the
show “SpongeBob SquarePants.”
St. Cloud police Capt. Dave Johnson said there was no ransom note
left at the St. Cloud Burger King and authorities have no leads in finding the thieves. The police department has asked anyone with information about the thefts to contact them at (320) 251-1200.
SpongeBobs are sitting on top of Burger Kings across the country to
promote “The SpongeBob SquarePants Movie” and so far, 10 states
have reported SpongeBob disappearances.

Wheelchair-bound man dies in fire

At about 3 a.m. Wednesday morning, firefighters in Norwood-Young
America fought flames at a burning two-story house but could not rescue a 62-year old man who was in a wheelchair.
Norwood-Young America Fire Chief Butch Potter said firefighters
discovered the man’s body on the lower level of the house and it took
them until after 4 a.m. to remove the body from the building.
The man’s daughter, her husband and 5-year old grandson lived
upstairs but were able to escape the fire to call for help.
Officials said the fire is believed to have started in the basement
where the 62-year old man lived, but so far there are no signs of arson.
The investigation for the cause of the fire will continue throughout
the week.

Significant Quote

“Fun is like life insurance: the older you get the more it costs.”
-Frank McKinney (Kin) Hubbard

Web
www.universitychronicle.com

1. (11/29/04) Fire alarm (equipment
malfunction), Sherburne Hall
2. Medical (fall on the ice), National
Hockey Center
3. (11/30/04) Medical (student fainted), Stearns Hall
4. Personal safety concern, Garvey
Commons
5. Possession of drug paraphernalia,
Holes Hall
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Nation & World

Jeopardy icon loses after 74 games
Jeopardy icon Ken Jennings, who won 74 games in a row, was finally beaten by California real estate agent Nancy Zerg Tuesday night.
Jennings’ winning streak started with his first appearance June 2 and
ended months later after winning $2,520,700, a record amount for a
T.V. game show contestant.
Zerg gave Jennings a close match and before the final clue, Jennings
was ahead by $4,400. Jennings answered the last clue incorrectly
while Zerg answered the clue correctly. This brought Zerg up to
$14,001 and brought Jennings down to $8,799.
On average, Jenning’s winnings averaged $34,063.51 per day and he
aimed at breaking the previous record of winning $52,000 in one day.
Jennings beat this record when he won $75,000 in game 38. In total,
Jennings gave over 2,700 correct responses.

Bush attempts to heal ties with Canada
President Bush took a trip to Canada this week to thank the people
of Canada’s Atlantic Provinces for helping stranded Americans whose
flights were forced to land in Canadian airports after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Over 3,000 Canadian volunteers helped to feed and shelter more than
33,000 stranded airline passengers.
Another reason for the Canadian visit was to try and repair ties
between the U.S. and Canada. For the past three years, the Canadian
government has been irritated with Bush’s policies on Canadian trade
and the war in Iraq.
Bush stood behind his policies but promised Prime Minister Paul
Martin that he would work towards easing a U.S. ban on Canadian
beef.

Corrections

In the November 18 issue a staff report titled “Petitioners take their
stances in Atwood” stated a petition booth was set up by Support the
Court. Instead, the booth was set up by two classes of Social Work
students. University Chronicle apologizes for any confusion this may
have caused.
University Chronicle will correct any errors of fact or misspelled
names. Call 308-4086 with any corrections.

chronicle@universitychronicle.com
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Calendar of

Events

TODAY
■ “The Bourne Supremacy”
8 p.m. Atwood Memorial
Theatre. The film stars Matt
Damon and is rated R. Runs
until Sunday. Free.
■ OPPA talent show
9 p.m. to 12 a.m. Atwood
Center Quarry. Come show
your talent. The winner will
receive a prize. After-party will
follow. Cost $2.

FRIDAY
■ Japan Club sushi party
6 to 9 p.m. Lawrence Hall
Basement. Tickets available
Dec. 2 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
Atwood. The Japan Club will
teach attendants how to make
sushi with their favorite ingredients. Cost $3.
■ “A Tuna Christmas”
7:30 p.m. Pioneer Place on
Fifth, 22 Fifth Ave. S. Actors
Charles Hubbell and Jim
Detmar play all 22 citizens of
Texas’ third smallest town. The
characters attempt to cope with
seasonal traumas. Student cost
is $16 and adult cost is $19.

SATURDAY
■ Holly Day Concert
3 p.m. Stewart Hall Ritsche
Auditorium. Choir will sing and
band will play. Free for students
and $8 for adults.
■ Real World: Philadelphia
5 to 6 p.m. Atwood Center
Main Lounge. Autograph session with MTV’s Real World
Landon and Shavonda from the
Philadelphia season. Free.

SUNDAY
■ Holiday benefit concert
2 p.m. St. Paul’s Catholic
Church 1125-11 Ave. N.
Performances by Atonement
Lutheran Adult Choir,
Hallelujah Handbells, Sisters of
St. Benedict’s Monastery and
more. Reception and silent auction starts at 1 p.m. Tickets cost
$20 for adults and $10 for children.

News
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Day raises AIDS awareness
Becky Glander
STAFF WRITER

“Educate yourself.” “Do not watch
a whole generation die. Do something
about it.” “AIDS sucks.” “The world’s
#1 killer is AIDS. Let’s stop it.
Together we can.”
These comments about AIDS were
posted by students on a dry-erase
board sponsored by OPAA
(Organization for the Prevention of
AIDS in Africa) in support of yesterday’s World AIDS Day.
AIDS is an epidemic that is
spreading worldwide. Every year,
Dec. 1 is dedicated to the prevention
and education of AIDS and the HIV
virus. There were several events on
campus to support this cause.
According to the U.S. Public
Health Service, the first case of AIDS
in the United States was reported in
1981. In Minnesota, more than 3,000
AIDS cases have been reported and an
estimated 7,000 people are currently
infected with the AIDS virus because
of unreported cases.
Third-year
student
Absera
Abraham, president of OPAA, said
that OPAA and other campus organizations are sponsoring events to support AIDS Awareness Day. Members
of OPAA are raising money by selling
ribbons, buttons and T-shirts, as well
as participating in a 24-hour fast.
Friday will be the Fourth Annual
AIDS Benefit when they will be presenting the check to the people in
need.
“We are trying to raise money for
AIDS victims in Africa,” Abraham
said. “A lot of times it goes to orphans
who have lost their parents to AIDS,
or it could help other people in communities who need to be educated.”
OPAA member Sarah Drake said
that the fast has helped her to recognize the pain of AIDS victims.

“Nothing compares to the hardship
of AIDS.” Drake said. “Fasting seems
like such a hard thing to do, which is
why we chose to use it for our
fundraiser.”
Lunch Out Loud, sponsored by the
Minnesota AIDS Project (MAP), was
an open discussion with local legislators and people living with HIV and
AIDS. Several public officials were
invited, with only a few attending.
One of these was St. Augusta Mayor
Bob Kroll, who asked the attending
AIDS victims why they wanted to live
in St. Cloud and surrounding communities.
“What I’m getting at, is there better care here?” Kroll inquired.
They replied with reasons such as
this community is close to their families,
although
they
believe
Minneapolis provides more specialized healthcare and a more supportive
AIDS community.
Jennifer Bratsch, case manager for
MAP, currently works with 30 AIDS
patients from the community and
believes St. Cloud does not receive as
much support as it deserves.
“It’s not rural enough for rural
AIDS support, but not close enough to
Minneapolis for MAP to come in and
do anything about it,” Bratsch said.
“So St. Cloud is really stuck in
between. You have to be kind of creative to get different organizations to
help you out here and there.”
One of the AIDS patients said that
a shuttle bus to Minneapolis a few
times a week may be a temporary fix
to the problem.
Another of the major events was
an
International
Roundtable
Discussion, sponsored by the Center
of International Studies.
Students from Guinea, Nepal,
Kenya and Italy shared experiences
about AIDS education and prevention
with students that have always lived in

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Joseph Edelheit, director of Jewish Studies, directed the roundable
discussion on AIDS Wednesday in the Atwood’s Voyageurs South.
the U. S.
Joseph Edelheit, Director of
Jewish Studies, directed the discussion. He believes that international
students can help to educate their
peers in the U.S.
“All of you are supposed to be in
America,” Edelheit said. “You’re supposed to teach our youngsters what it
means to live in a world that is entirely different than their world. We’re
bored with this topic, you can’t find it

in newspapers. We’ve moved on to
something else, yet there are 42 million people affected today. You need
to demand changes or they won’t happen.”
Other AIDS awareness events will
take place the remainder of week.
“I wish it wasn’t just once a year
that people find out about AIDS,”
Abraham said. “That’s why OPAA
tries to educate people year-round
about AIDS.”

Race for student senate underway
Derek Sullivan
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Students looking to join student
government can now apply to run for
one of 10 elected college senator positions.
The college of business, the college of education, the college of social
sciences, the college of science and
engineering, and the college of fine
arts and humanities will have two senators each in student government.
The election will take place from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Dec. 13-14 and students can only vote in Atwood and at
the Miller Center.
“Because only a certain part of the
senate is running, there will only be a
couple locations,” said vice president
Bianca Rhodes, who also serves as the
election committee chair. “Next
semester, when the entire senate is
running, we will set up (voting sta-

tions) at all the normal locations.”
President Hal Kimball, Rhodes,
committee chairs and at-large senators
are not up for election this winter.
Those positions will return to the ballot next spring.
Only full-time students, who have
been admitted to a major, can run for
the mid-December elections.
Current senators who can be challenged in the elections are Ave Giorgio
(College of Fine Arts and
Humanities), Deanna Byfuglien
(Education), Cory Fechtelkotter
(Education), Dana Kutcher (Social
Sciences), Roderick Bovee (Science
and Engineering), Stacey Springer
(Social Sciences), Femi Odumbaku
(Science and Engineering) and
Jefferson Vue (Business).
Interested students can pick up an
application packet at the student government office, located in Atwood
Room 138. The deadline for applications is Tuesday Dec. 7.

The nine-page packet includes a
page for contact information including
SCSU student ID number, three pages
to write down the required 75 signatures of students currently enrolled at
SCSU, a page of campaigning rules
and a page to write an optional 50
word essay.
Students planning to run for elective office are required to attend at
least one mandatory informational
meeting, beginning at 11 a.m., 1 p.m.
and 4 p.m. on Tuesday Dec. 7.
Rhodes said student government
officials have been actively recruiting
candidates and she is curious to see
the number of applicants.
“I don’t expect a whole lot (of candidates), but we have had some people
coming into the office,” she said.
“(Student government members) have
gone into classrooms and put up fliers
across campus to let students know
about positions.”
The ballot will be broken down by

each college, and voters can choose
two from each. Students will vote for
up to 10 senators.
“The ballots will be set-up with
students below their majors,” Kimball
said. “Any spots not filled on Election
Day will be filled by internal elections.”
There are at-large college senator
positions for students who have yet to
choose an area of study, but those
elections only take place during the
spring semester.
Rhodes said senate members have
worked very hard to let the campus
know the important roles student government plays at SCSU.
“The way most people find out
about government is when (senators)
go into classrooms and talk to students,” she said. “We know we have
gotten where we are now because of
all our footwork.”
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Toy drive seeks
holiday charity
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Radio stations
raise funds for
independence
Ashley Preste
ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

ERIN MESENBRING/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Senior Jennifer Semrau donates a children’s book to the SCSU holiday gift drive in Atwood on her way
to class. Her donation is one of many that have already been placed in the Atwood donation box.
Donation boxes are also available at all residence halls.
Nick Aaland
STAFF WRITER

SCSU students have a chance to
make children’s dreams come true
this holiday season with a toy drive.
Teaming up with Big Brothers
and Big Sisters of Central
Minnesota, Volunteer Connection
has put together “Making Holidays
Brighter.”
Drop-off points for toys can be
found at any residence hall or in
front of the Volunteer Connection
office in Atwood room 139. Any
nonviolent un-wrapped gifts are
welcomed.
“We’ve had books, stuffed animals and toy robots come in
already,” said Maren Greathouse,
an SCSU graduate assistant of the
Volunteer Connection.
Greathouse has taken it upon
herself to put together and organize
the toy drive. The Volunteer
Connection has set a goal to gather
at least 250 gifts this holiday season. Last year, they gathered 92
presents. Volunteer Connection has
been taking part in the toy drive for
several years.
The drive continues through
Dec. 14, and on Dec. 16, there will
be a holiday party held for the Belle

Claire Community children, with
70 less-fortunate children there to
receive the donated gifts.
The children range from 3 to 12years-old. Giving toys appropriate
for these ages is optimal. The
Volunteer Connection is looking to
have at least two presents available
to donate to each child.
“We’re looking to get overwhelming support from the campus,” Greathouse said. “We just
hope that the kids get a great holiday.”
The Volunteer Connection is
looking for support from SCSU
organizations and the residence
halls. Educational gifts are ideal,
but if a gift won’t do, financial
donations are welcomed as well.
Look for the drop boxes for cash
donations in the designated drop
points.
“We’re doing a service for the
community; it’s good will,”
Greathouse said. “We just want to
really urge the campus to take part
in the toy drive, it will make a kid’s
holiday that much better.”
Less-fortunate children in the
community will be able to look forward to this holiday season because
of the participation of SCSU students. Information has been sent

out all around campus and the toy
drive is also posted on the events
calendar.
“Making Holidays Brighter”
officially started yesterday, but
Greathouse said toys have already
been rolling in. The Volunteer
Connection will have a booth in
Atwood in the upcoming weeks to
help get the word out about the toy
drive.
“I think it’s great to see the campus doing something for the kids of
the community,” SCSU first-year
Emily Metz said.
Greathouse said students are the
key to a successful toy drive. From
last year’s numbers and the projected numbers for this year, each child
should receive more and more gifts
every year they have a drive. Each
year, the number of presents
increases, which helps one more
child have a jollier holiday season.
“We should want to give something a little extra for the kids that
are less fortunate than us,”
Greathouse said.
“I can’t wait to go and buy a
toy,” SCSU first-year Sarah
Andrews said. “I haven’t bought a
kid’s toy for years.”

Supporters of Independent Public
Radio (IPR), which is the second
largest public radio network in
Minnesota and one of the largest in
the United States, had the opportunity to join other advocates Saturday to
help raise money for further marketing plans to increase the organization’s listeners.
“The money from the event goes
to Association of Minnesota Public
Educational
Radio
Stations
(AMPERS) to help with marketing
plans to build awareness for
Independent Public Radio,” said
KVSC station manager and
AMPERS member Jo McMullen.
“The marketing committee has been
trying to come up with an event for a
few years, and the sale of WCAL
from St. Olaf College to Minnesota
Public Radio (MPR) kind of sparked
the committee to get going and get
the word out about IPR stations and
put an event together.”
The organization and affiliates
began the fundraiser featuring live
music at 8 p.m. on East Hennepin
Avenue in Northeast Minneapolis.
They sold buttons for $10 each and
accepted donations.
AMPERS is the parent organization to IPR, founded in 1972 in order
to help strengthen the IPR network
member station by means of support
and fundraising. One of the ideas
brought forth by the marketing committee is a billboard campaign,
advertising IPR stations to let the
community know “Hey, we are here.
You have other choices,” McMullen
said.
“The university holds the license,
so any station could be sold at any
time,” McMullen said. “You just
hope that your university will support you. We have a strong connection with the university and students.
WCAL might not have been strongly
connected, which made them more
vulnerable.”
“The purchase was a good thing
for MPR but not a good thing for
independent radio,” said KVSC
News Director Chad Roberts.

“Those who have the most money
can control whatever they want, and
I think that MPR is trying to be a
monopoly. It hurts us (KVSC)
because WCAL was a part of our
network and part of AMPERS and I
think that MPR is happy with that.”
With the sale of WCAL, IPR now
consists of 12 independently
licensed and managed, communitybased radio stations in Minnesota.
The organization has a coverage area
of 92 percent of Minnesota’s population.
“There are stations in Minnesota
that are unique with diverse music
and news that are staffed by volunteers who care,” McMullen said. “If
you are an independent radio station,
you are automatically assumed to be
a part of MPR. IPR is not the same as
MPR. We are unique. Stations on
your dial are not all the same and are
not all structured the same.”
WCAL had a classical format
before it was purchased and will
continue with this genre until the
beginning of next year when a new
format and new call letters will be
announced. Stations in the MPR network are either classical or news
based.
McMullen suggested why she
thought MPR went ahead with the
purchase of the smaller independent
station.
“They bought out one of their
competitions,” she said. “IPR has 12
stations of music and news; MPR
has 35 with all the same format and
information. WCAL is their 35th station, and they have stations in other
states.”
McMullen said MPR decided to
purchase the college station although
the university had a higher bid from
another network in order to keep
WCAL educational. She also said
that MPR does not own any other
IPR stations and is not planning on
purchasing others as of now.
“Don’t get me wrong, MPR does
quality work. But there are other
independent stations out there that
aren’t a part of a big organization,”
McMullen said. “We are the small
fish in the big sea of radio.”

“The purchase was a good thing for MPR but
not a good thing for independent radio.”
Jo McMullen
KVSC STATION MANAGER
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Fair offers students health tips
Gillian Cloete
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students in the “Senior Seminar
for Community Health Major”
course hosted their first Wellness
Fair from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Wednesday in Atwood.
The course is taught by Rodney
Dobey, who is an SCSU professor of
health, physical education recreation
and sport science. Dobey said he
would like for it to become a semiannual event. His course is offered in
the spring and during the fall semesters. Dobey said he gave the students
the option of writing an extensive
paper or putting together the
Wellness Fair and writing about their
experience at the event. The students
will also be graded on their participation.
“This is practical stuff they are
going to be applying to their real
world experience,” Dobey said.
The seniors in the Community
Health major were entirely responsible for organizing the fair. Michelle
Normand and Dayna Laudenbach,
two of the students who helped organize this event, said that they began
planning for the fair since the very
beginning of the semester and
learned a lot from their experience.
There was information about inner
and outer health available.
There were many booths some of
the exhibitors were student organiza-

tions while others were outside organizations from the St. Cloud community. Ali Johnson, also a senior student in the Community Health major,
said her and her peers were skeptical
in the beginning, and doubted the
success of the Wellness Fair.
“It was definitely better then writing a paper, we struggled on the way,
but I am happy about the outcome,”
Johnson said. “Many people participated and showed up for the fair.”
Some of the various sponsors
were Good Earth Food Co-op,
Chipotle Mexican Grill, Bo
Diddley’s Pub and Deli, Circuit City,
SCSU Hockey Club and Eastman
Fitness. Bernick’s Pepsi sponsored
all the water and pop. Outside organizations paid a $10 fee to have an
exhibit table at the Wellness Fair.
The student organizations did not
have to pay a fee.
The nursing students also had a
booth at the fair and said that this
was a valuable experience. They
were not involved in the planning of
the fair, however, they enjoyed sharing information with fellow students
and answering questions said students Helen Santiago, Melanie
Borgert and Sara Willert.
Kathy Trueman, an occupational
therapist at SPOT Rehabilitation,
said she was delighted to receive an
invitation to host a booth at the
Wellness Fair and believed it was a
good project for students and the
experience will be relevant for their

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Fourth-year student Shefiu Shonibare takes advantage of the complimentary nerve scan courtesy of
Advantage Chiropractic at Wednesday’s Wellness Fair.
future occupations in health care.
“The fair was great,” SCSU
senior Sharon Richardson said. “I
love all the free stuff.”
“It was cool,” SCSU student Eric
Rolstad said. “I had my stress level

checked at one of the booth’s.”
Many of the booths had free items
like candy; tortilla chips at the Good
Earth Food Co-op booth and
stress balls. There were drawings for
gift certificates to numerous dinning

places and Curves offered a free
month to workout at any Curves
location. Amanda Vantteel, a trainer
at Curves, said she loved hosting
booths at health fairs because it raises awareness about people’s health.

Program advances child welfare, aids students
Nyssa Dahlberg
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The SCSU social work department has recently joined a new program that will give 16 students
studying child welfare an opportunity to learn beyond what is traditionally taught in the curriculum.
Students chosen to participate in
this program will receive $1,900
grant money, called stipend support,
per semester and will attend special
seminars to receive further education
about public child welfare.
This advanced learning is made
possible by a new program, BSW
(bachelor of social work) Child
Welfare Consortium, which the
SCSU social work department has
recently joined. The consortium is a
partnership between the University
of Minnesota Twin Cities School of
Social Work, SCSU, Minnesota
Department of Human Services and
four other state universities.
Sandra Robin, professor and
chair in the department of social
work said this consortium is an effort
by the federal government to
increase the education of public child

welfare social workers who work in
county and state offices.
“There are, of course, very good
people working in public child welfare. But in other states it may not
even be college graduates who are
doing public child welfare work,
which is primarily child protection,
foster care. So, this is a national
effort by the federal government that
has been going on for at least 10
years or more,” Robin said.
To receive stipend support, the
social work students filled out an
application answering three essay
questions about commitment to and
interest in social work. These students were divided into four cohorts
with the first group being the students with the least social work
classes taken and the fourth being
students with the most social work
classes taken. For the first year, four
students were chosen from each
cohort level, but eventually all 16
students will be chosen at the first
level to aid the maximum amount of
social work students.
Robin said a selection committee
of three faculty members–– the
director of Sherburne County Social

Services and the Stearns County
child welfare supervisor–– reviewed
the applications and made a collective decision about who would
receive the stipend support.
“Grades weren’t a primary concern,” Robin said. “It was really
about the students’ answers to the
essay questions about commitment
and working in child welfare.”
The grant money is federal funds
that go from the Minnesota
Department of Human Services to
the University of Minnesota School
of Social Work and then is distributed to the five state universities who
are participating in the consortium.
Upon accepting this money,
Robin said students must agree to do
their internship in a Title IV-E county or state social service office and
are then obligated to work for a certain amount of time at a state or
county office to implement the skills
they learned while on stipend support.
“They are obligated to pay (the
stipend) back. And the payback is
that they are working for a county or
state agency for the time equal to the
semesters that they got the stipend,”

Robin said. “So people who got the
stipend for four semesters will owe
18 months of payback time to working in public or county agencies.”
Robin said the stipend support
money benefits the social work program, because it helps students focus
more on their studies and less on
working to pay for school.
“I think (the consortium) calls
attention to an area of social work
practice that has historically been
important for social work and continues to be, which is practice with children and families in public agencies
and preparing people who want to
work with that population,” Robin
said.
Student Mae Maurer is a non-traditional student who returned to
school after 10 years. She is placed
in the fourth cohort and is almost finished with her social work degree.
“I have had numerous encounters
with social workers in my past and
became intrigued with how they
affected and changed lives. As a
result of those experiences, I chose to
major in social work,” Maurer said.
Maurer will be doing her internship with Kandiyohi County Social

Services in Willmar. This agency
serves a high number of members of
a marginalized Latino population.
“I will work with clients who are
struggling to survive while living in
poverty and am very interested in
witnessing first-hand the means
those clients use to make endsmeet,” she said.
Maurer said she feels blessed to
receive the stipend support money.
“I am honored to represent the
SCSU social work department by
accepting this stipend and agreeing
to work in a Title IV-E agency,” she
said. “I am thankful for the hard
work that Sandy Robin invested in
making this opportunity a reality.”
In the future, Maurer hopes to
pursue a career in child protection or
work in the Shakopee Women’s
Prison program to assist inmates who
are mothers in keeping ties with their
children.
“In my eyes, children truly are
our future,” she said. “And we must
love and nurture them to assure a
brighter tomorrow.”
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Independent radio stations
should remain MPR free
Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) seems to be making a break towards becoming a monopoly in
Minnesota radio. It’s refreshing to know that our
own KVSC is one local independent radio station
taking a stand against the all-to-familiar classical,
news format.
Twelve Minnesota radio stations forming the
Independent Public Radio organization joined with
their supporters to make its message clear last weekend: they are willing to take a stand against being
bought out by MPR.
MPR’s¸ $10.5 million purchase of radio station
WCAL from St. Olaf College was finalized Friday, leading many stations to believe that they may be next.
Not only was WCAL bought out, the 82-year-old
station will change broadcasting locations from
Northfield to MPR’s St. Paul headquarters on
Sunday.
MPR was not the highest bidder; a religious network wished to buy the station and keep it educational. Now, there will be a total of 35 stations on the
Minnesota radio dial with the same MPR news format.
The independent stations such as KVSC, and the
others in the Association of Minnesota Public
Educational Independent Public Radio (AMPERS)
network, strive to produce a variety of music and
news.
Much of what they broadcast will not be heard on
pop radio stations or the classically oriented MPR
stations. Variety is good and should be left alone.
The educational aspects of many of Minnesota’s
independent radio stations need to be protected. We
hope that SCSU supports independent radio and
KVSC enough to keep their broadcast MPR-free.
It’s hard to think of the underdog as a conglomerate, but MPR is not really the odd man out as many
would think. Their public radio corporation is the
largest in the state.
Neither WCAL nor KVSC own the deeds to their
stations; the universities do. KVSC is at home and
hopefully SCSU will not waver if MPR comes
knocking.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Lunch ladies provide service art
Despite popular thought, customer
service is not dead — at least not in the
Atwood Marketplace.
Perhaps many of you know what
(or who) I’m talking about: the lunch
lady duo often poised securely at the
checkout line. For those of you who
have never seen these cashiers, they
ooze personality, character and
unsightly moles. However, the typical
customer service aspects of nice,
friendly and somewhat eccentric do
not do justice in describing their
behavior.
Physically, they don every attribute
of a lunch lady (i.e. customary hair
nets, dark red lipstick, a plethora of
smoking wrinkles and coke bottle
glasses), but their underlying moral
character fits into a distinct category of
its own.
Unlike most lunch ladies, these
two unique entities are void of a
creepy aura that makes you wince
upon approach. Instead, they have an
uncanny ability to put a smile on your
face no matter what the circumstance.
In fact, you actually want to talk to
them. Their presence – not the food –
is enough to make you come back to
the Atwood Marketplace for another
visit.
Their genuine wholesomeness is
best personified through a recipe of
archetypal characters from ’60s-70s
era sitcoms. The ingredients are as follows: two members from Aunt Bea’s
knitting club on the Andy Griffith
show, two helpings of Alice’s Brady
Bunch benevolence and a dash of
Leave it to Beaver’s, err… well, just a
dash of Leave it to Beaver.
A typical confrontation with the
duo is as follows:
Scenario: Upon approaching the
cash register, you pick up on their
engaging small talk.

NICK
HANSON
STAFF
ESSAY
Lunch Lady One: “Well, y’know
Nora done and got herself into one
heckuva mess.”
Lunch Lady Two (listening
intently): “Oh no, what’s she done got
herself into?”
Lunch Lady One: “My o’ my.
Well, you remember that mess of a ice
storm the other day.”
Lunch Lady Two: “Heavens to
Betsy, I sure do. I was gonna head
down to the Bingo Emporium, but one
look out the window and I sure made
new plans to boot.”
Lunch Lady One: “Oh yeah.
Well, I’ll tell you what, Nora was a
walkin’ to the mailbox down near the
end of her driveway, and what do ya
know, she slipped and fell on one of
those slippery ice patches.” (simulating the fall) “Boom, she landed on her
collar bone and shattered it to
pieces.”
Lunch Lady Two: “Oh my. Well,
we’ll have to go to the nursing home
and pay her a visit after Bridge on
Tuesday.”
Lunch Lady One: “Sure will.”
(Upon noticing you, she greets you
with a warm smile) “Well, hi there,
how’s it going?”
You: “Not too bad.”
Lunch Lady One: “Well, that’s
good to hear, I betcha sure are busy so
close to finals.”

You: “Yeah, it’s pretty stressful.”
Lunch Lady One: “Well, you just
keep on and you’ll do just fine. Let’s
see here, three chicken supreme tacos
and one skim milk to go.” (eyes
widen) “Oh boy, with a hearty meal
like that you’ll sure as sugar get the
energy to study.”
You: “I hope so.”
Lunch Lady One: “Cash or
Husky.”
You: “Check.”
Lunch Lady One: “Check, eh?
Well that works just as well in my
book. That’ll be $3.57.”
You (filling out the check):
“Thanks lunch lady.”
Lunch Lady One: “No, thank you
and have a good day now.” (turning to
Lunch Lady two) “What a nice boy.”
Lunch Lady Two: “Sure is.”
Now that you’ve gathered a taste
of the lunch ladies hospitality, how
about a sense of their ability to put a
smile on your face?
Scenario: Approaching the cash
register with a cup of coffee in hand,
you are visibly frustrated and appear
red in the face.
Lunch Lady One: “Hey there
fella, how are you doing today? What
seems to be ailing you?”
You: “Life sucks. I’m thinking
about ending it all.”
Lunch Lady One: “Oh that’s too
bad.” (her eyes brighten) “I think I
know what the problem is: not enough
vitamin C. I tell you what, how about
a nice juicy orange, compliments of
me.”
You: “Really.”
Lunch Lady One: “You betcha.
That oughta make your day a bit
brighter.”
You: “Gee thanks. I guess life isn’t
that bad after all.”

REGINA
ECKES

STAFF
COLUMN

Out of the
way, I have
work to do
The library is wonderful, isn’t
it? Nice computers and cozy chairs
to read in. Too bad I haven’t gotten
to enjoy that lately.
My biggest problem comes
from students‚ trivial uses for the
large computer areas. I’ve weaved
in and out of the giant computer
lab countless times, without finding an opening. It’s frustrating to
see half of the computers being
used by students to play games,
look up pictures of celebrities or,
worst of all, chat online.
I understand that not every student has a computer in his or her
house or dorm. I understand that
students need a break sometimes
and have the right to use the computers for leisure activities.
However, I think it would be courteous if students didn’t talk to their
buddies online between 11:00 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m., the library’s peak
hours.
Of course, there are half a
dozen smaller computer labs located throughout campus that I could
use, but the library is the school’s
central information resource. I
shouldn’t be forced to use a lab on
the outer edge of campus to print a
paper.
Not only is the computer situation a problem, too many students
are also taking advantage of the
chairs in the library. I see students
taking over two and three chairs
for themselves, their feet and their
school bag. One section of chairs is
not meant for one student to stretch
out on and take a nap at two in the
afternoon.
The Miller Center is possibly
the most hopping place on campus.
Unfortunately, many students are
too busy looking for a computer to
type at or a chair to read in. With
finals on the way, students need to
be more aware of how they’re
using the library’s resources and
how hectic the environment is
when they sign onto MSN.

OPINIONS

Benefits of
liberation

While a tyrant is a leader who kills
innocent people (i.e. 300,000 bodies
found in mass graves in Iraq), I would
like to challenge Adam Thomas’ definition of a liberator. A liberator is
someone who frees a country of that
murderous tyrant, and sadly enough
innocent people do die during that
process. Instead of focusing on those
dying right now, why not look ahead
at the thousands and thousands of
lives being saved by not allowing
Saddam and his sons to continue their
tyrannous reign.
Thomas makes a good point that
you cannot force a democracy upon
someone. I, however, see nothing
wrong with giving the people of Iraq
and Afghanistan the opportunity to
CHOOSE a democracy. Otherwise we
send the message that it s not okay for
democracy to be forced, but there is
nothing wrong with forcing a dictatorship.

Adam Northenscold
Sophomore
Elementary Education

Republicans
give voice
In response to the November 22
letter, “Republicans are out there,”
yes, they are here and thank goodness
for it. During my first few weeks on
campus, I could not believe how liberal this campus was. I was absolutely
ecstatic when I found out there was a
conservative organization right here
on campus.
Joining the College Republicans
has been one of the smartest things I
have ever done. I have met some of
the greatest people and have been
given the opportunity to participate in
political activities, such as presidential
rallies. All in all, being in the College
Republicans has given me a voice. I
will admit I was nervous about
expressing conservative views on this
liberal-dominated campus, but my fellow College Republicans have shown
me that I have just as much right to
express my views as liberals have in
expressing their views.
I have a really hard time understanding why someone would want to
be a liberal. I would like to know
where the satisfaction is in having
everything handed over to you? It
seems to me that the things you
receive or the things you accomplish
in life would mean more if you actual-

ly had to work to earn them. Maybe
with my so called “lack of education”
and “narrow-mindedness” I am missing something, but I highly doubt it.
If you are a conservative, I encourage you to join College Republicans.
The more of us who speak out, the
harder it will be for them to silence us.
Our voices are just as important and
we need to make sure they are heard.
If you are afraid, which you have
absolutely no reason to be, just know
that there are many of us out there and
we are more than willing to help you
find your voice.

Katie Kartak
Freshman
International Business

Pros must be
professional
I have participated at least one
sport all from the time I was five to the
time I went to graduate school. I
remember my accomplishments and
my defeats with crystal clarity. I
remember that I would have done anything for my team. Well, almost anything. I would not have jumped into
the stands, cursed opposing players, or
physically assaulted another person
just because they were acting maliciously.
NBA, WBA, MLB, NFL and
MLS, all of these players are coined
“professionals” either by the media or
by the players. The American Heritage
College Dictionary depicts a professional as: “...b. conforming to the standards of a profession: professional
ethics...”
The NBA “brew-ha-ha” that happened recently will be debated and
analyzed in slow motion, high definition, multi-camera view on every talk
show, radio show, and of course, it
will be on every top ten moments of
the year. Most people can feel for Ron
Artest to an extent. But there must be
a line drawn as to the conduct of players and fans.
Artest and the others need to know
that they are making millions because
of the fans. If there were no fans, there
would be no signing bonuses, no Nike
deals, no commercials, no movie
spots, no salary. I think that most people would agree that entering the
stands to submit knuckle-sandwiches
to a fan because a player got wet from
some beer is not an acceptable reaction, especially by “professional” athletes.
Players and fans alike should be
prosecuted under the law according to
the statutes on assault and battery. But
I fear, in the minds of a jury, that a person may be too lenient to a player who
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is already serving a sentence handed
down by the league and not convict on
charges based on the fact that he is
already serving a “sentence.”

Seth Malinski
Graduate Student
Criminal Justice
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HART
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Five things
Democrats
also attacked SCSU has
After reading the November 22
issue of the Chronicle, I was disgusted
by Nicole Severson’s comments.
Apparently life is SO rough for
College Republicans. Let me fill you
in. Now, I’m not attacking Ms.
Severson or her party, I’m just going
to clear a few things up.
First of all, just because you have
800 people on your mailing list, that
doesn’t make them all members.
Second, she claims that they have
been censored, assaulted, mocked,
and have had their First Amendment
rights trampled upon. I believe it.
Again, however, she fails to mention
that there are TWO major political
parties, and that they BOTH have
been treated this way. For example, I
have been called a “dirty liberal” and
a “communist.” I’ve even had things
thrown at me.
And yes, professors on this campus are more liberal, I agree with that.
But in the case of a professor discriminating against a student because of
their beliefs, that student can report it
to the campus administration, and the
professor will be dealt with in an
orderly manner. It’s not a difficult
process.
I agree with Severson that these
things happen. But please don’t make
yourself look the oppressed one. I
come from a VERY conservative
town, and I know what its like to be in
the minority. But you don’t hear me
complaining about it. I have dealt with
these things in ways better than whining in the campus newspaper.
I hope that these things stop, now
that the election is over. I imagine they
would. But the next time you write an
letter, please don’t make your party
look like the victims. Democrats and
Republicans alike are victims of this
type of behavior. I hope my party and
your party can work together in during
the four years to improve this great
nation of ours.

John Fitzer II
Freshman
Political Science

E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.

given to me

I received a phone call from my
dad last week, telling me that one of
his longtime friends has a son interested in attending SCSU. When asked
if I could take some time to show him
around campus a little, I began to
panic. I first thought of a good oldfashioned drunken SCSU house
party, but then the thought hit me, “I
could be responsible for the success
or failure of this young man’s future,
and all I’m thinking about is getting
him drunk. Don’t they have tour
guides for this sort of thing?”
I realized that I’ve been here for
nearly four and a half years, and I
haven’t yet thought about what this
University has truly provided for me.
So without further ado, here’s my top
five list of changes since I first started
attending SCSU in the fall of 2000.
Damn I feel old.
5. Lawrence Hall is the newest of
seven dorms on campus. This dorm
has sort of a Ghostbuster’s old library
feel to it but the more on campus student housing the better.
4. The Library was applying the
finishing touches of its move from
Centennial Hall to the new Miller
Center when I first arrived at SCSU.
However, over the last couple years,
the new library has been a second
home to me.
3. The first hockey game at SCSU
changed my life and I immediately
became a hockey fan. The National
Hockey Center provides one of the
best college hockey atmospheres in
the nation. This year it added new 16by-21 inch scoreboards with video
screens to make it even better.
2. I still don’t really understand
the need for a skyway between
Atwood and Centennial, but it looks
cool. The same can be said for the
upgraded new look for Atwood.
1. The first time I went to an
SCSU football game four years ago, I
had to blink twice. Selke Field resembled more of a courtyard than a football field. Husky Stadium replaced
the worst college sports facility in the
state with one of the best. The polyethylene turf glistening under the
bright lights that overlook the
Mississippi River is worth its 10 million price.
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Daily Specials

Floor it.

Monday
Pint Night at Old Chicago!! Purchase
your first domestic beer in a pint
glass for $3.50. Keep the glass -refills only $1.99.

Tuesday
Chalk Board Beer Mugs only $1.99.

Wednesday
World Beer Tour Appreciation Night
WBT members buy 2 beers we’ll buy
your 3rd (up to $5.50 value)

Thursday
11 am - 9 pm $2.50 Guiness Pints.
9 pm - midnight -- 99 cnet Mugs Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite, Coors
Light or Michelob Golden Draft Light.

Friday
All Day Long $2.49 “Margaritas”.

Saturday

God

Called

Get to Mass!
Sundays
9 am, 11:15 am, 8 pm
Newman Center
396 1st Ave. So.

ON-SITE
INTERVIEWS
ASSISTANT RESTAURANT
MANAGERS
Thursday, December 9th
9am–6pm
McDonald's Restaurant
2120 Division Street
St. Cloud, MN 56301
Both hourly & salaried management positions
available throughout the St. Cloud area. We’re
looking for individuals with two years college
and/or management/supervisory experience in
restaurant, retail or hospitality environment.
To learn more, stop by on December 9th. If
unable to attend, please email resume to
cheryl.riddell@mcd.com, or fax to (985) 845-8862.
McDonald’s Corporation is an Equal Opportunity
Employer committed to a diverse and inclusive
workforce.

10 pm - midnight $1.49 Long
Island Teas.
9 pm - midnight Regional Beer Mug
Specials.
4040 2nd St S
St. Cloud
One block west of
HWY 23 & 15 Jct.

Fast-paced. Thrill-a-minute. Bursting with potential.
McDonald’s Managers experience it all. Find out
how managing a multi-million dollar restaurant
can take your career full-speed ahead.

MASS: SUNDAYS 9 AM, 11:15 AM, & 8 PM
MASS & EVENTS: 251-3261 OFFICE: 251-3260
http://studentorg.stcloudstate.edu/newman

www.mcdonalds.com

SCSU basketball players junior Matt Siegle,
senior Nate Miller, junior Sascha Hansen and
sophomore Erika Quigley were named to
the 2004 men’s and women’s American
Family Insurance Company All-Tournament
team in Duluth this past weekend.
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News:

Hoopsters sweep Golden Eagles
Kevin Macdonald
STAFF WRITER

The second half of the SCSU
men’s basketball game Wednesday
night may not have been pretty, but
the Huskies managed to hold on to
defeat the University of MinnesotaCrookston Golden Eagles 77-69 at
Halenbeck Hall.
SCSU had a 19-point lead over
the Golden Eagles at one point in the
first half, but that headway slowly
evaporated throughout the game
until UMC was within three points
of the Huskies with just under six
minutes remaining in the game.
SCSU then managed to briefly
turn the Eagles’ momentum around
with some offense of their own.
UMC continued the pressure
though, climbing within three points
once again at the 1:09 mark, 70-67.
The Huskies went on to put the
game out of reach by making seven

“We knew it was
going to be a tough
game for us. They are a
good team and we tried
to come out and set the
tempo.”
Nate Miller
SCSU SENIOR GUARD

of eight free-throw attempts in the
final minute of the contest.
“I think we played pretty well,”
SCSU head coach Kevin Schlagel
said. “Unfortunately, we had a strip
during the second half and at the end
of the first half where we just didn’t
execute well. It is like we get a little
complacent with the basketball and
we just take the first shot that is
available, rather than showing some
patience and taking the shots that we
work for.”
SCSU jumped out to an early
lead in the game, led by senior captain Nate Miller, who had a seasonhigh 27 points on the night. He was
five-of-eight from the three-point
range and made all six of his freethrow attempts.
“We knew it was going to be a
tough game for us. They are a good
team and we just tried to come out
and establish ourselves on the offensive end right away and set the
tempo,” Miller said.
At halftime, the Huskies held a
safe 12-point lead 45-33, even
though junior Matt Siegle was limited to just one shot. This was not typical for the six-eight forward who
scored 40 points last Friday in a
game against St. Michael’s College
(Vt.) in Duluth.
“Matt has got to have more
opportunities. That comes through a
combination of sealing (UMC) off
and locating the ball better,”
Schlagel said.
Siegle made up for his lack of
scoring with a career-high 12
rebounds in the game. Also contributing to the Husky win was

sophomore guard Adam Sullivan,
who scored nine points. As a team,
SCSU shot 53 percent in the first
half and sunk 10-of-23 three-point
field goal attempts in the game.
Unfortunately for SCSU, the victory could not be fully appreciated
because junior Pat Weihert left the
game in the second half after a fall in
which he hit his head on the floor.
Schlagel said there was no word on
the seriousness of the injury.
“(Losing Weihert) definitely had
an impact on the game,” Schlagel
said. “We were looking to bring him
in off the bench to give us some
scoring production in our two, three
spot and this happened right in the
middle of it.”
The Golden Eagles were led by
seniors Ahmid Palmer and Justin
Henry, who had 24 points and 16
points respectively. Henry also had
seven rebounds.
This was the second time this
season that SCSU faced UMC. The
Huskies won the first match up 7364 Nov. 15 in Crookston. Senior
captain Steve Trull said the two
games were comparable.
“This game was about the same
as the last time we played them,”
Trull said. “We had the lead in the
first half of both games and they
fought back both times.”
The Huskies will be back in
action this weekend when they travel to Pueblo, Colo. to play two nonconference games. The first will be
against New Mexico-Highlands
Friday afternoon and the second will
be
against
Colorado
State
University-Pueblo Saturday.

ADAM HAMMER/MANAGING EDITOR

Husky basketball senior Steve Trull goes up for a shot during the
second half of Wednesday’s contest against the Golden Eagles.

Huskies special team shines in UMD split
Eric Stromgren
STAFF WRITER

The Husky hockey team hosted
one of last year’s Frozen Four
teams and WCHA rival MinnesotaDuluth Bulldogs for the first time in
St. Cloud since November 2003
over the Thanksgiving break.
Behind a solid defensive performance on Friday night, the Huskies
peppered UMD junior goaltender
Isaac Reichmuth on the power play
for a 4-2 win. On Saturday, the
Bulldogs rebounded in a physical

game to win 3-1 and earn the split.
The Huskies came out with
intensity and pressed Reichmuth in
the first few minutes of Friday
night’s game and were able to get
on the scoreboard first.
“That’s the one thing we wanted
to do (Friday), was start fast,”
senior forward Mike Doyle said.
Casey Borer fired a shot from
the blue line toward the net and
Peter Szabo tipped the shot before it
could get to Reichmuth and the
puck found the upper corner of the
net.

UMD looked flat in the first half
of the period and inconsistent play
gave way to costly penalties.
After UMD’s Marco Peluso
served a minor penalty for holding,
Tim Hambly took a slashing penalty to give the Huskies power play
unit a second chance to score.
Junior Joe Jensen was there for
the Huskies, taking a pass from
Billy Hengen and ripping a wrist
shot to beat Reichmuth over his
glove. The power play goal gave
the Huskies a 2-0 lead, a lead that
would be taken into the intermis-

sion.
Early in the second period, the
Huskies power play took advantage
of another Bulldog penalty and
Grant Clafton scored the Huskies
second power play goal of the night
to give the Huskies a commanding
3-0 lead.
But the Bulldogs, a preseason
favorite to win the WCHA, showed
how explosive and dangerous their
offense can be.
At 12:58 of the period and nearly thirty seconds after Clafton’s
goal, Steve Czech blasted a slap

shot from the blue line and beat
SCSU
goaltender
Jason
Montgomery on his blocker side.
The Bulldogs struck again 32
seconds later, when Peluso pushed
his way through the Huskies neutral
zone defense and beat Montgomery
on a wrist shot to bring the
Bulldogs within one at 3-2.
“We didn’t get down after that.
That was key,” said Doyle about the
mood on the bench after Czech’s
goal. “You can’t do that against this
team.”
■

Go to Hockey on PAGE 13.
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Stewart twins move forward
Joshua Fox
STAFF WRITER

They always seem to know where
the other one is on the ice.
It might be because twin sisters
Ashley and Kelly Stewart communicate telepathically on the ice, or it
could be the fact that they have been
playing together for 15 years.
Captain Tina Ciraulo, along with
head coach Jason Lesteberg and other
members of the team, call the Stewart
line, centered by sophomore Hailey
Clarkson, the “Conehead Line,” due
to the almost uncanny ability of the
sisters to find each other on the ice.
“They’re twins. They read each
other’s minds. They know exactly
where they are going to be at on the
ice,” Ciraulo said.
“I think sometimes they can communicate without even talking,”
Lesteberg said.
The sisters say it is hard to tell, but
agree through the years of playing
together they just know where the
other sister is going to be.
“It’s just the years of experience,
there is nothing telepathic out there, I
don’t think so anyway,” Ashley said.
The sisters are close.
At the age of six, the Toronto
natives began playing hockey and
never have played on separate teams.
The twins played for Ontario’s
Under-18 team and both were recruited to play on the Toronto Beatrice
Junior Aeros for the 2001-2002 season
where they helped the team to a
Provincial Championship.
“It’s a team that everyone wants to

play for at home. When you get asked
to play for the Aeros, it’s an honor,”
Ashley said.
When deciding on what college to
play for, both were recruited by multiple schools together and other schools
individually. They agreed that playing
together was important, but would
have attended different schools if they
hadn’t had the opportunity.
SCSU was one of the schools that
recruited both and after a visit they
decided to become Huskies.
“They asked us both to play here
and we liked it when we visited,”
Kelly said.
The pair agreed that this year’s
team is closer then in past years and
the family atmosphere has helped
them to succeed.
The girls share not only the same
offensive line, but also live together
and each have a minor in psychology.
However, sometimes they can get
too much of each other.
“We are different as much as we
are alike and we have our differences,” Kelly said. “At times, we get
a lot of each other, but we never fight
or want to get away from each other.”

So happy together

“This is the first time this has ever
happened,” Kelly said, referring to
being on a line together.
The “Conehead Line” is new this
year, although Ashley has played as a
forward for most of her career, Kelly
has not and spent most of her career as
a defender, saying that the adjustment
is a lot easier since she is on a line with
her sister.

“We just moved Kelly from
defense to forward this year. They did
play a little bit together last year. But
Ashley was injured for about 10
games, so we moved Kelly back to
defense,” Lesteberg said. “They play
really well together.”
The offensive power the sisters
provide has helped the team win five
games this year. Kelly has three goals
and five assists and Ashley has six
goals and seven assists. Each has a
game-winning goal this year and have
combined for ten so far in their career
as Huskies.
“Both of them see the ice very
well, they see the openings in the net
and they put it away,” Ciraulo said.
Lesteberg agrees that the sisters
have made a strong impact on this
year’s squad and if the team is going
to do well this year, the Stewarts are
going to have help.
“They are two of our best players.
They are great kids, they work hard
and for us to be successful, they need
to be,” Lesteberg said.
The sisters are happy with their
decision to come to SCSU and pleased
with the experience they have had
playing for the Huskies. They are
happy with the improvement the team
has made this year. The Huskies have
tallied nine points in conference play
tying last season’s total.
The twins, along with the rest of
the Huskies continue their season this
weekend against No. 6 nationally
ranked St. Lawrence.

STEPHANIE MARTINSON/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Juniors Ashley (left) and Kelly Stewart have formed a bond through
playing hockey together since the age of six.The twins have been
one of the big reasons why the Huskies have improved.

Guard points SCSU in the right direction
Ryan Atkins
STAFF WRITER

In 2002, the SCSU women’s basketball team was without Nicole
Persby, who for four seasons had
been a vital player on the floor.
Enter
wide-eyed newcomer
Sascha Hansen, who had played varsity basketball since an eighth-grader at Marshall High School.
“The coaches were up front,”
Hansen said. “With Persby graduating (the coaching staff) said I could
step in and make a contribution.”
Hansen was able to contribute
immediately in the Huskies’ starting
backcourt. First-year starting point
guards are uncommon in the tough
North Central Conference.
“We graduated Nicole Persby
and were supposed to have a point
guard in the system,” SCSU head
coach Lori Ulferts said, “But she
beat out everyone we had with her
defensive and offensive abilities.”
Hansen scored over 1,000 points
in her high school career, and was a

three-time All-Conference and AllState selection. She led the Marshall
High Tigers to three conference
titles and two state championships.
Hansen leadership qualities
caught the attention of Ulferts and
several Division I schools.
“Her high school team was undefeated. She only won, never really
lost,” Ulferts said. “She is extremely
talented
for
Division I and II.”
As Hansen was
receiving numerous offers to
Division I and II
schools, the stand
out wanted to stay
near home, and
contribute quickly.
“I didn’t want
Sascha
wait, and see like
Hansen to
you might have to
at a Division I
school,” Hansen said, “I also wanted
to be close enough so my parents
could come to majority of the
games. Not just one or two.”

With the close proximity to
Marshall, SCSU became the frontrunner on Hansen’s list. The point
guard was also heavily recruited by
Minnesota
State
UniversityMankato, and Southwest Minnesota
State, located in her hometown.
However, it was Hansen’s future
teammates that made her college
pick an easy decision.
“On my official visit I got along
with the team. They made feel comfortable,” Hansen said.
Hansen’s teammates quickly recognized her strong leadership skills.
The three-year starter was named cocaptain as a sophomore and again
this season, along with seniors Katie
Huschle and Molly Jensen.
Hansen enjoys her role as the
floor general.
“I attempt to keep the team on the
same page.” Hansen said. “I like the
leadership role. I would like to be a
college coach.”
Ulferts agreed with Hansen and
her ability to become a coach. The
long-time coach said Hansen contin-

ues to be an extension of the coaching staff while on the court.
“She may know a players needs
and knows what to do and that helps
with team chemistry,” Ulferts said.
“As a captain she is well-liked
and gets along with everybody and
cares about everybody. She has a
positive attitude. She’s not spoiled in
any way and naturally gifted.”
Hansen’s hard work paid off at
the American Family Insurance
Classic. She was named to the AllTournament team, scoring 22 points,
nabbing 15 rebounds, and dishing
out 12 assists, giving her the Top
Assist award over the two weekend
games.
Despite the honor, Hansen would
much rather have secured two victories over the Thanksgiving weekend.
Last Friday, SCSU blew a 19point halftime lead and lost 78-76 to
nationally-ranked Concordia-St.
Paul.
The following afternoon, the
Huskies were defeated 89-79 by
Michigan Tech.

“It’s a good honor to be selected
if we had won two games. I would
have enjoyed it more,” Hansen said.
In her junior campaign, Hansen’s
numbers have improved.
She is averaging 10.2 points, 5.5
rebounds and 3.8 assists per game.
Despite the possibility of receiving individual recognition as the season progresses, Hansen remains
focused on the team goals, including
a trip to the NCAA Division II
National tournament.
“We want to win the (North
Central) Conference out right,”
Hansen said. “Then win the region
tournament and the overall national
Tournament. We’re preparing ourselves for each step.”

Huskies win

The women’s basketball team
improved to 4-2 on the season
with an 82-72 non-conference
win at MSU-Moorhead last night.
Hansen scored a season-high
21 points to pace SCSU.
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Sporting

Events

FRIDAY
■ Women’s Hockey vs. St.
Lawrence University at 7:05
p.m.
■ Men’s Hockey at Minnesota
State University-Mankato at
7:35 p.m.
■ Men’s Basketball vs. New
Mexico Highlands at the
Colorado State UniversityPueblo Chuck Stevens
Memorial Classic tournament at
5 p.m.
■ Swimming & Diving at
Carthage College Invitational in
Kenosha, Wis. All Day.

SATURDAY
■ Swimming & Diving at
Carthage College Invitational in
Kenosha, Wis. All Day.
■ Swimming & Diving hosts
the Husky Diving Invitational at
the Warner Palaestra Pool at St.
John’s University at 11 a.m.
■ Men’s Hockey vs. Minnesota
State University-Mankato at
7:05 p.m. Game can be heard on
88.1 KVSC-FM.
■ Women’s Hockey vs. St.
Lawrence University at 2:05
p.m.
■ Wrestling at Bison/UNI open
at 9 a.m.
■ Men’s Basketball vs.
Colorado State UniversityPueblo at 9 a.m. at the CSUPueblo Chuck Stevens
Memorial Classic tournament.
■ Nordic Skiing at the
Northern Michigan Open at
Marquette, Mich. TBA. Also
Sunday.
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End of year Raising the dome
signals more
BCS mess
DEREK
SULLIVAN
STAFF
COLUMN
There remains nothing more crazy
than NCAA Basketball’s March
Madness. The time has come for
NCAA Div. I football to embrace the
madness.
College Presidents have passed on
a postseason tournament on several
occasions, citing too many games and
the death of glorious history of the
bowl games as major reasons.
Because the Bowl Championship
Series is confusing, I’ve come up with
my own plan. My postseason plan
includes bowl games and adds a couple interesting and profitable twists.
The top sixteen teams would be
chosen by a committee and would be
seeded 1-16. The top eight will earn a
first-round home playoff game. There
will be teams who believe they were
overlooked, but a three-loss Florida
State team has only themselves to
blame.
All the games would be played the
week after the conference championship contests, usually around Dec.
9-15. For argument sake, we use the
Bowl Championship Rankings to seed
the teams, we have some very interesting mid-December match-ups.
Boise State (11-0) would host
Louisville (10-1); they actually will
play each other in this year’s Liberty
Bowl. LSU (9-2) travels to Utah (110), where Urban Meyers may or may
not be the coach. Georgia (9-2) plays
host to Miami (9-2) and Tennessee (92) travels to Oklahoma (11-0).
Other games would include Big
East champion Pitt (7-4), who
received an automatic berth, playing
at top-seeded USC (11-0), California
(10-1) playing host to Iowa (9-2),
Virginia Tech (9-2) plays at Texas (101) and Big Ten Champion Michigan
(9-2) battles SEC Champion Auburn
(11-0).
Growing up in Sioux City, Iowa,
fans of Iowa and Nebraska always
complained that their teams would
have to either play UCLA in Los
Angeles or the Miami Hurricanes in
South Florida. My playoff set-up
allows strong northern teams to host
postseason games against southern
teams. Everyone loves watching football played in the freezing cold.
The eight victorious teams would

move on to the second round, and the
eight losing squads would then be
invited to a bowl game. No team’s
season will come to an end in midDecember.
The second round will take place
on Jan. 1. This allows every player to
take their finals. Seeing how Ohio
State did not qualify this year, we can
assume all players take their finals.
Five current bowls will be part of
the postseason festivities. The BCS
four (Orange, Rose, Sugar, Fiesta) and
the legendary Cotton Bowl will host
tournament games. One bowl will be
the site of the Championship game
and the other four sites will be home
to the second-round contests.
Another twist in my plan will be
removing all Bowl games not part of
the official postseason off New Year’s
Day. Sorry Gator Bowl, but you will
need to move to Dec. 31 or Jan. 2.
New Year’s Day will be a football
lover’s dream with games starting at
11 a.m. and going until Midnight.
Let’s assume that the higher seed
wins in the first round, setting up one
sweet day of college football. Starting
at 11 a.m. with the Cotton Bowl (Utah
vs. Auburn) then would come the
Rose Bowl (Texas vs. California), at 6
p.m. fans can watch the Sugar Bowl
(Georgia vs. Oklahoma) and finally at
9 p.m., we all can watch the Fiesta
Bowl (Boise State vs. USC). The
Fiesta Bowl will be played a little late,
but the local time is only 7 p.m.
The four winners will move on,
and the four losers go home. The two
top seeds will play the semi-final contests at home, once again showing the
importance of the regular season and
allowing northern teams a winter
home game. Again, assuming the top
four teams win, the semi-final matchup would be California at USC and
Auburn at Oklahoma. The games
would be played on Saturday and
Monday night, with an earliest possible date of Jan. 8. The two winners
would play the following weekend in
the Orange Bowl. This year, the game
would be played on Saturday, Jan. 15.
Most players would miss only a
couple days of classes, and
Oklahoma’s spring semester does not
begin until Jan. 18.
Forty-eight teams will participate
in regular bowl games and no undefeated team will be left out of the
chase. Fans will be rewarded with
home games. Schools will make loads
of cash. Most importantly, the champion will be decided on the field, not
in a computer or reporter’s head.

MATT KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Fred Cornelius (far right) and the rest of the crew from Vaden
Fabric Structures tug the soon-to-be dome over the OmniGrass
turf at Husky Stadium Wednesday afternoon.The dome is being put
up so the SCSU community can use the field during the winter.
■

Continued from PAGE 11.

Hockey
Doyle then scored near the
halfway point of the period, chipping
in a pass from Justin Fletcher on
Reichmuth’s back side for the
Huskies third power play goal of the
night and increased the lead to 4-2.
The Bulldogs had a chance to get
back into the game in the third, when
the Huskies T.J. McElroy took a
boarding penalty and Justin Fletcher
was called for cross-checking seconds
later, giving the Bulldogs a five-onthree advantage for 1:23.
The Huskies squashed any chance
for a comeback, killing the two-man
advantage as the Bulldogs struggled
to find any rhythm.
“We did a good job of blocking
shots and I think that kill was the best
example of that,” Doyle said.
The defense blocked eight shots
during the third period and 17 for the
game to protect the Huskies lead for
the win, 4-2.
“Special teams are always key,”
said Huskies head coach Craig Dahl,
whose team forced UMD to go 0-6 on
the power play. “We’ve been blocking
a lot of shots on the penalty kill and
that really paid off tonight.”
Since returning from the Ivy
League series against Princeton and
Yale, the Huskies power play has
scored 15 times on 45 attempts.
Before that series, the Huskies were
2-for-51 with the man advantage.
A dejected Scott Sandelin spoke of
the Bulldog’s lack of intensity on both
sides of the puck.
“There was no urgency,” he said.
“There was in the last four or five
minutes of the game. You’ve got to
play every minute, every shift. When
you get outworked, you’re not going
to win many games. You’ve got to
create your own luck.”
Friday night’s game gave the
slumping Bulldogs, a team that was

ranked No. 1 in the nation a month
ago, their fifth loss in seven games.
Coming into Saturday night’s
game, Sandelin made some changes
to the roster. Sandelin replaced
Reichmuth with sophomore Josh
Johnson in net and shuffled some of
the lines around in hopes for a better
performance.
The Bulldogs came out skating
harder and the Huskies matched
UMD’s intensity. In the middle of the
first period and shortly after a Bulldog
penalty ended, the Huskies scored.
Johnson was caught without his
stick in net and after he picked it up,
Szabo was able to feed a pass to Dave
Iannazzo who shot it through
Johnson’s pads for the lead.
The Huskies would take the 1-0
lead into the break and both teams
would continue to match each other in
a scoreless second period.
The Bulldogs tied the game on a
power play goal 1:20 into the third.
While Montgomery was able to
make three saves on Bulldog rebound
shots, including one on his back, Evan
Schwabe scored his 100th college
point.
With 11:40 left in the game,
Husky defender Justin Fletcher
flipped a shot past Johnson in what
could have been a game winning goal,
but a referee blew the play dead after
losing sight of the puck.
“It was never under the goalie’s
pad or anything,” said Iannazzo, who
had a goal and two assists in the
series. “So I was surprised when I
heard the whistle.”
Peluso would strike again for the
Bulldogs, this time beating
Montgomery glove side with a shot
from the top of the circle. The goal
with 2:17 left in the game deflated the
Huskies and an empty net goal by
Nick Anderson would seal the
Bulldogs win, 3-1.
Despite losing, Dahl was happy
with the performance of his players.
“We’re getting better, and it’s a
process,” Dahl said. “But I’m pleased
with the way we’re working.”
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STAFF WRITER
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SCSU fourth-year student Thain Spar enjoys pizza while he readies
his computer for a LAN tournament Tuesday night in Atwood.

Nestled away in the Voyageurs
North Room at the Atwood
Memorial Center, amid the ecstatic
cheers of victory and the anguished
moans of defeat, one could find a
student organization fundraiser disguised as a LAN party.
Tuesday, the SCSU chapter of
the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) sponsored their
second, biannual LAN Event.
Taking place from 5 p.m. to 11
p.m., the event was open to anyone
looking for a cheap meal and good
times.
For the admission price of $5,
attendees received access to all the
pizza, pop and video games they
could handle.
“It’s very social,” said James
Schultz, Vice President of SCSU
ACM and a senior majoring in
Computer Science. “If you’re not a
gamer, you can come and meet people. And if you sit down and start
playing, you’d be surprised, you
might like it. It’s safe, cheap, fun.
Everyone can enjoy it, all ages. It
doesn’t matter if you’re fifteen or
fifty.”
LAN (Local Area Network) parties are a popular pastime among
gamers due to their allowing players to play without seeing other
people’s screens, a feature that
makes the games more exciting
because players cannot peek over at
one another in order to develop
strategies.
“It’s awesome. I’ve done this a
lot of times in my life,” said Kent
Fichtner, a second-year student and

future Vice President of SCSU
ACM. “Me and my friends are
computer geeks and are constantly
holding LAN parties. Me and up to
nine people play computer games
against each other.”
For those who don’t know what
a LAN party is or what happens at a
LAN party, Schultz can explain.
“A LAN Party, in our sense, is
something that we put on as a
fundraiser,”
Schultz
said.
“Basically, people bring their computers in to link them together and
play games over a computer network. It’s a lot of fun.”
Those looking to participate in a
LAN party need to bring the following: a network-enabled computer or videogame console, a copy of
the game to be played, a CAT5 network cable and plenty of energy.
“Laptops are probably the easiest to bring,” Schultz said.
The computer games selected
for the evening were Epic Games’
“Unreal Tournament 2004” and
Blizzard’s “Star Craft.” But just in
case computer gaming wasn’t
someone’s fancy, Xboxes were on
hand, each equipped with “Halo 2”
and multiple controllers.
As for Schultz and Fichtner’s
favorite games to play?
“Any shooter game that’s multiplayer. UT 2004 is an awesome
game, it has so many different types
of multiplayer,” Fichtner said.
“Pretty much anything Blizzard
puts out. I’m a really big fan of
Unreal Tournament 2004,” Schultz
said.
The proceeds from the event go
to support SCSU ACM in many
ways, most notably transporting the
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members to competitions.
“It’s (ACM) primarily for computer science and computer engineering majors,” Schultz said. “But
it’s open to anybody. It’s an international organization for anybody
who’s interested in computers.”
“Companies come and visit our
organization to try to recruit from
our pool,” Schultz said. “It’s very
good in the sense that it’s social,
educational and it helps you build
your network for career alternatives.”
Schultz anticipates that SCSU
ACM will hold another LAN event
next semester, most likely around
April.

Madden tourney today

Continuing the week of healthy
video game competition, Campus
Rec. will host a John Madden 2005
tournament today at 5 p.m. in
Halenbeck Hall’s Fieldhouse.
Entry cost for the annual
Madden tournament is $5, and
although entries were technically
due yesterday, interested players
should still be able to arrive a little
early and get in on the action.

“Me and my friends
are computer geeks
and are constantly
holding LAN parties.”
Kent Fichtner
SCSU LAN USER

CODEPINK project expands to SCSU
Chris Heinitz
STAFF WRITER

As part of the progressive movement on campus a new, nationally
organized and affiliated group working for social justice and world peace
has just added a chapter at SCSU.
C O D E P I N K
(codepink4peace.org) is a feminine
initiated grassroots peace and social

justice movement that seeks positive
social change through proactive, creative protest and non-violent direct
action.
The organization was formed in
2002 by three women mocking the
Bush Administration’s colored terror
code index. The organization has
grown exponentially from its early
days and is organized as a progressive grassroots group primarily dedicated to working for peace.

CODEPINK satirically mimics
the Bush Administration’s code system, which was created as a way to
inform citizens of the current perceived level of threat for another terrorist attack. According to CODEPINK, Bush’s system of yellow,
orange and red is based on fear,
whereas pink stands for compassion
and calls for peace.
“It’s basically satiric because it’s
making fun of Bush’s scale of terror-

ist fear. It was set to create this fear in
the U.S. population,” said CODEPINK member and SCSU secondyear student Laura Selin. “It gave us
a reason to support going into
Afghanistan and Iraq. We’re just
making fun of it.”
Campus organizer Dani Linder
points out the significance of the
color pink as a theme of the organization.
“What’s fun about pink is the

idea. I think pink is very powerful,”
she said.
The group has gained considerable attention nationally for wearing
often-outrageous pink clothes while
protesting. The kick-off was a march
through Washington, D.C., followed
by a four-month candle light vigil
held in front of the White House
attended by over 10,000 supporters.
■

Go to PAGE 16.
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Cheap Thrills provides mixed-bag
Rachel Taubert
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On the corner of Cooper Avenue
and Division Street stands the graffiticovered building that once housed the
Granite City Tool Company. Now, the
building is home to Cheap Thrills, a
unique blend of thrift store, coffee
shop and live music venue.
Misty Rinkenberger, 19, and Ben
Westerberg, 19, both from Clearwater,
play the dual roles of co-owner/operators and for both, Cheap Thrills is a
labor of love. Both entrepreneurs,
however, do have other part-time jobs
to support themselves.
“We’re in it to support the arts and
the community, not for profit,”
Rinkenberger said.
Rinkenberger and Westerberg want
Cheap Thrills to be a “positive community space that’s relaxed and not a
big corporation,” said Rinkenberger.
She also said that they want to make
St. Cloud’s live music scene even better than it is.
All of the merchandise is donated
and Rinkenberger and Westerberg sort
through and price it all themselves.
Westerberg said that some of the more
unusual donations included “a molar
tooth, someone’s hair in a baggie and
family photo albums.”
An eclectic mix of customers frequent the store. One of the more memorable ones, according to Westerberg
and Rinkenberger, was “the corset
lady.” She came in looking for corsets,
then “invited us back to her dungeon
for brutal massages.”
Cheap Thrills began as the brainchild of Rinkenberger and a friend of
hers, Maureen O’Connell, who wanted to open a thrift-store/coffee shop.
Rinkenberger said O’Connell had
been “collecting junk from garage
sales” and decided a thrift store would
be
a
logical
progression.
Rinkenberger started taking classes at
the St. Cloud Small Business Center to
learn the ins and outs of running a
business.
Together, Rinkenberger and
O’Connell started looking for a building to house their new venture. One
day, Rinkenberger spotted the empty
Tool Company building and called the
■
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CODEPINK
CODEPINK protesters could also
be spotted outside the Republican
National Convention wearing pink
Statue of Liberty costumes and signs
reading things like “Dissent is
Patriotic.”
“We’re just hoping to be part of the
a larger movement. There are over one
hundred chapters nationally and internationally,” Linder said.
The Women’s Center sponsored

owner to see if it was for sale. The
owner said no, but agreed to rent it to
them instead.
Cheap Thrills opened for business
on April 1, 2003 and Westerberg
began working there as an employee.
They held the grand opening in July
2003 and raised $200 for Greenpeace.
In December 2003, O’Connell moved
to Montana with her boyfriend, so
Westerberg took over as co-owner.
Westerberg and Rinkenberger
started to book shows and focus on
bringing live music into Cheap Thrills.
They have been booking shows every
weekend since April 2004.
They have continued to hold benefit shows for local charities, giving
money to a total of 19 in the past year.
Some of the charities they’ve donated
to include: Habitat for Humanity,
Sharing and Caring Hands, St. Cloud
American Indian Center, Friends of
the Mississippi and Anna Marie’s
Battered Women’s Shelter.
When Cheap Thrills first evolved
into a thrift-store/coffee shop/venue,
the bands played inside the store in a
cramped 16x16 room. In September
of 2004 Westerberg and Rinkenberger
(along with 11 friends and anyone else
who decided to stop by) began work
on a new stage located in the old
machine shop in the back of the store.
Large machine relics left by the
owner could not be moved to accommodate the new stage, so the crew
used their ingenuity to build a stage
around them. In just over two weeks
they completed the new stage and held
the stage opening show on Oct. 1.
Westerberg said that one of the craziest shows Cheap Thrills ever hosted
was an Insane Clown Posse (ICP)
cover band. ICP is a rap/metal shockrock band, whose members paint their
faces like demonic clowns and perform angst and anger-ridden songs.
“They all had their faces painted
and brought this huge crowd of kids
with them,” Westerberg said of the
cover band.
“And the funny part was that they
were all super-polite,” Rinkenberger
added.
Rinkenberger and Westerberg’s
strong desire to support local artists is
evidenced on the walls of Cheap
Thrills’ ‘peace
art
gallery.’

Rinkenberger said that they believe
young artists “struggle enough as it is”
and because of that belief, there is no
charge for artists to sell or display their
art.
Due in large part to elevated heating costs in the winter, Cheap Thrills
has changed its hours. It will now be
open on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, from 3 p.m. until 8 p.m. or
until the end of the show. They plan to
make Thursday nights ‘open mike’
nights and to continue to showcase
live music on Fridays and Saturdays.

Madea Benjamin, a founder of the
organization, who spoke and inspired
some students who were then compelled to start a chapter on campus.
“I think she kind of motivated us to
get our own chapter here. People saw
her and got motivated by her,” Selin
said.
The group works from a feminist
mindframe and often protesters do so
as outraged mothers and daughters
‘waging peace.’ It encourages peaceful acts of protest and civil disobedience and uses grassroots organizations
and the Internet to coordinate from
nationally consolidated leadership,

which then carries the messages to
regional chapters of concerned citizens throughout the nation and world.
“We call on women around the
world to rise up and oppose the war in
Iraq. We call on mothers, grandmothers, sisters, daughters, workers, students, teachers, healers, artists, writers, singers, poets and every ordinary
outraged woman willing to be outrageous for peace. Women have been
the guardians of life— not because we
are better or purer or more innately
nurturing than men, but because the
men have busied themselves making
war. Because of our responsibility to

Mojo Spleens plays Fri.

St. Cloud is becoming an
increasingly popular “hot spot” for
Twin Cities bands to play. The
problem for them is trying to get
locals out to their shows.
One Minneapolis band, The
Mojo Spleens, is trying to solve this
by booking shows with one or two
St. Cloud bands with solid fanbases. On Dec. 3, they will play at
St. Cloud’s Cheap Thrills with the
local punk band The Offset.
Several other Minneapolis punk
rock bands, Red Menace, No
Compliance and BFS will also be
playing Friday night.
At a recent show on Oct. 8, the
Mojo Spleens stood outside Cheap
Thrills smoking cigarettes, too cool
to shiver in the 40-degree night air.
One had a red Mohawk and studded
jacket, the other had black thickrimmed glasses and a shaggy clump
of hair hanging from his chin.
The brothers Larson, Alex, 21,
and Clint, 18, have been playing
their self-described brand of “surfpunk ‘n’ roll” since the fall of 2001
and took the stage that night to continue the legacy.
Alex (guitar, vocals) and Clint
(drums) said the band’s influences
are Dick Dale, the Ventures, and
Link Wray. “The punk sound of the
band comes from Clint’s drumming,” Alex said, since he also
drums for the Minneapolis hardcore
band Red Menace.
The Larson brothers said the
band was an evolution from
Subterranean Blues Culture, a band
they formed while attending Saint
Francis High School. About how
they became the Mojo Spleens, Alex

said it was because Clint was tired
of playing blues. He said that at the
time they had one surf song and
Clint wanted to form their new
music style around that song.
“I’m the one who formed the
band,” Clint said. “It was my idea
and Alex stole it so he could look
good in the papers.”
Alex said the worst part about
playing with his brother is that it’s
“frustrating sometimes, because
he’s competitive and sometimes he
plays too fast.” The best part is “if
it wasn’t for Clint driving me to play
fast, we’d be just another lame
band.”
“Spleens shows are always

intense,” said Alex. Recently, they
played at a surf party at the House
‘o’ Thrash in Minneapolis, for
which Clint arrived two hours late.
Clint said he was playing on one
side of the room and Alex was on
the other, while drunken party-goers
danced between them. They played
for almost two hours and it was,
Alex said, “110 degrees in there, at
least.”
About the Mojo Spleens, Clint
joked, “There aren’t a lot of surfers
in Minnesota, so we don’t have any
surf fans, so we usually just play for
punk kids, because they’re used to
terrible music.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHEAP THRILLS

Mojo Spleens plays a KVSC-sponsored show last month at St.
Cloud’s Cheap Thrills. Mojo Spleens will be visiting again Thursday.
the next generation, because of our
own love for our families and communities and this country that we are a
part of, we understand the love of a
mother in Iraq for her children and the
driving desire of that child for life,”
reads the website.
Part of the goal of CODEPINK is
getting the community involved and
raising awareness about issues important to them.
“We’re trying to get the community and campus to recognize the problems that come with war. To acknowledge that in a time of war you have to
think about your own country and

social problems that are being pushed
aside,” says Selin.
Members also hope to work with
other organizations like PUP and
NOVA who have a similar agenda to
make a larger impact and create
change.
“What’s been exciting is I’ve really been working to network with other
groups,” said Linder.
Expect to see more pink and more
people dedicating time to produce
social change and work to oppose the
U.S. involvement in Iraq.

Diversions
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Alexander the not-so-great

MOVIE INFO: 253-4328

Bargain matinees on all shows before 6 p.m.
SAME DAY TICKET SALES ONLY GEN ADM $7.00 CHILD/SR/MAT $5.00

There’s something charming
about Oliver Stone’s retort to
“Alexander’s” dismal box office
results.
“It will do better in Europe,”
Stone replied, to which his troops at
Warner Bros. no doubt grumbled
like the titular Macedonian’s men
when faced with their leaders suicidal quest to conquer the world.
$21.8 million is all a five-day campaign has brought in for the film, a
staggering 9 percent of the supposed $180 million cost. And
although I think those numbers are
justified, as a friend of mine said
leaving the theater, “I don’t think
this film is going to make 75 cents.”
I have to love the gung-ho attitude with which the veteran director
gambles with big studio money. I
also have to pray that this swords
and sandals incident doesn’t hamstring the director who created the
tumultuous pop-fusion aesthetic
that fueled “Natural Born Killers”
and “JFK.”
Interestingly, this historical
adaptation finds the great revisionist disinterested in transposing contemporary struggles of the West
onto the Macedonian’s conquest of
the East. Although I’m not a historian, most accounts have found
“Alexander’s” treatment to be fairly
by-the-book. However, when setting the scrolls to celluloid, Stone
appears to run up against much

JOHN
BEHLING
MOVIE

CRITIC
more contemporary roadblocks.
Colin Farrell’s portrayal of
Alexander is either the most misguided performance in recent memory or the most inept performance
in recent memory. What’s not
exactly clear is how Stone intended
the platinum-topped boyish king to
be represented. As baggage of the
film’s much-touted bisexual depiction of the great king, Farrell plays
feminine with the same ham-fisted
theatricality he touted as the supermasculine super-cop in “SWAT.” In
that yawn of a guns-and-balls summer action movie, Farrell speaks
from an Adam’s apple that must
have been digitally relocated to his
abdomen and postures with a quiet
guy linebacker sort of charm that
makes his dick-measuring contest/
romance with the uber-butch
Michele Rodriguez a serious testosterone overload. In a bi-polar twist
that suggests either intense hormone treatment or gender-reassignment surgery, Alexander is a gentle,

sensitive, fragrant man-child,
whose whining reaches nearAnakin Skywalker heights during
his run-ins with serpentine mother
(Angelina Jolie) or drunk cyclopshillbilly father (Val Kilmer).
As progressive as Stone’s politics may be, his perception of gender roles is down right ancient. The
director must think it’s impossible
for a leader to portray strength in a
reserved, even stoic manner, yet
still be able to lust over a boy at the
end of the day. Alexander’s bisexuality may have presented a chance
to explore a balance of masculine
and feminine, perhaps subverting
the prototypical hero antics of
Russell Crowe’s “Gladiator” to
include an impassioned love scene
with the dazzlingly blue-eyed Jared
Leto.
Instead, Stone projects a Valley
Girl with a sword, a leader whose
weakness is primarily his mother’s
influence. Although it’s not certain
whether Warner Bros. or Stone
drew the line at long gazes and loving embraces is not known, the only
sex in “Alexander” comes between
a man and an unwilling woman.
The young Alexander witnesses the
near-rape of his mother at the
hands of his father and then years
later spontaneously re-enacts the
event with his exotic-dancer wife
(Rosario Dawson). Although conquest is sometimes given the grace-

ful mask of unification in the threehour epic, sex is still an act of war.
And this side of Alexander, in bed
and on the battlefield, reveals the
director’s true definition of masculine.
We don’t need more machismo
in the movie houses and especially
not this sort. Another “let’s go do it
boys” speech is about as interesting
to me as three hours of Anthony
Hopkins relating the oral history of
Greece, yet those speeches are in
“Alexander.” And they’re acted
extremely poorly, even to the level
of parody that James Van Der
Beek’s “Varsity Blues” line, “I
don’t want, your life,” has been
uttered by countless snickering high
schoolers.
Perhaps I’m a little guilty of
overacting regarding Stone’s failure. Even if he is the wrong person
directing the wrong actor, he’s still
Oliver Stone. In the last half an
hour, with a breath-taking jungle
battle sequence that evokes both the
gritty historical accuracy of violence and the horror of the unseen
enemy, I was almost won over completely. It left me thinking perhaps
I’ve underestimated the conquering
appeal of “Alexander.” But no, I
have complete faith in saying that
Colin Farrell is the worst actor to
ever don a toga, unless Ben Affleck
is soon looking to do an adaptation
of “The Odyssey.”

Flutes soothe SCSU ‘A Tuna Christmas’

raises curtain tonight
Staff Report

ASHLEY PRESTE/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Clara Sandberg performs “Suite in B minor” by Johann Sebastian
Bach Tuesday in the Performing Arts Center. The Flute Studio
Recital featured students of SCSU music professor Melissa Krause.

The Pioneer Place draws the curtain on their latest theatrical production this weekend with the opening of
“A Tuna Christmas.”
“A Tuna Christmas” opens tonight
and features some of Minnesota’s best
home-grown thespians.
Directed by author and director
Mark Bergren and starring actors
Michael Egan and Jim Detmar,“A
Tuna Christmas” is a tale about the
eccentric citizens of a Texas town coping with seasonal traumas such as a
yard-decorating contest that is being
sabotaged by a mysterious mischief.
For veteran actors Egan and
Detmar, this year’s Pioneer Place production of “A Tuna Christmas” marks
their third go-around playing the
multi-character roles that require precisely-timed costume changes and just
as precisely-timed personality
changes.
In addition to an extensive theatrical resume, Egan has appeared in cinematic productions such as “Men of

Honor” with Robert DeNiro and Cuba
Gooding Jr. as well as “Joe
Somebody,” starring Tim Allen.
Director Bergren has directed and
co-written more than 20 original satiric and comedic productions, and
recently penned a book titled
“Improvise This: How to Think on
your feet so you don’t fall on your
Face.”
The touring production of “A Tuna
Christmas” has drawn critical acclaim
from Washington D.C. to Minneapolis
and billed as a hilarious seasonal comedy promises to deliver an entertaining blend of comedy and parody.

The Essentials

Pioneer Place on Fifth is
located directly across the street
from the Red Carpet on Fifth
Avenue South and can be
reached at (320) 203-0331.
Tickets for all shows are $19 for
adults and $16 for students and
senior citizens.Times for all
shows is 7:30 with the exception
of Sundays, which start at 2:30.

PARKWOOD 18

I AM DAVID (PG)

DAILY 4:45-7:00-9:15
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30

ALEXANDER (R)

DAILY 4:00-4:30-8:00-8:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-12:30

CHRISTMAS WITH THE KRANKS (PG)

DAILY 4:30-5:00-6:45-7:15-9:00-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-12:30-2:15-2:45

THE SPONGEBOB
SQUAREPANTS MOVIE (PG)

DAILY 4:00-4:30-6:45-9:00
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-12:30-2:00-2:30

NATIONAL TREASURE (PG)

DAILY 4:00-7:10-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00

BRIDGET JONES: THE EDGE
OF REASON (R)

DAILY 4:30-7:20-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:30

AFTER THE SUNSET (PG13)

DAILY 7:10-9:15

SEED OF CHUCKY (R)
POLAR EXPRESS (G)

DAILY 9:00 ONLY

DAILY 4:30-5:00-6:45-7:15-9:00-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-12:30-2:15-2:45

THE INCREDIBLES (PG)

DAILY 4:00-4:15-6:45-7:00-9:15-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00-1:30

SAW (R)

DAILY 5:00-7:30-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:45

RAY (PG13)

DAILY 4:15-8:00
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00

THE GRUDGE (PG13)

DAILY 4:45-7:20-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30

SHALL WE DANCE (PG13)

DAILY 4:45-7:00-9:15
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30

LADDER 49 (PG13)

DAILY 6:45-9:20

SHARK TALE (PG)

DAILY 4:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:15

CROSSROADS 6
ALL SEATS $1.50

SKY CAPTAIN & THE WORLD
OF TOMORROW (PG1)

DAILY 5:10-7:10-9:10
SAT-SUN MATS 1:10-3:10

RESIDENT EVIL: APOCALYPSE (PG13)

DAILY 5:20-7:20-9:20
SAT-SUN MATS 1:20-3:20

SURVIVING CHRISTMAS (PG13)

DAILY 5:00-7:00-9:00
SAT-SUN MATS 1:00-3:00

CELLULAR (PG13)

DAILY 5:15-7:15-9:15
THURS-MON MATS 1:15-3:15

PRINCESS DIARIES 2 (G)

DAILY 4:15-6:45-9:10
THURS-MON MATS 1:30

WITHOUT A PADDLE (PG13)
31780.120304

DAILY 5:00-7:00-9:00
THURS-MON MATS 1:00-3:00
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HOUSING

CHEAP ONE BEDROOMS!
Starting at $425! Close to campus,
on bus route. Includes heat, water,
garbage and basic cable. Great
move-in special. 761-1571 for info.
SOUTH SIDE PARK
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties (320) 253-1154.
2 TO 10 BEDROOM
Homes for rent. Close to campus.
Call Select Properties. (320) 2531154.
WEST CAMPUS
4 bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low monthly rents. Call Select
Properties (320) 253-1154.
MAYNE ESTATES
4 Bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low rent rates. Call Select
Properties. (320) 253-1154.
$75 MOVE-IN SPECIAL!
Application and security deposit
included. 1/2 mile from SCSU and
on the bus route. Call 654-8300 for
details.
CAMPUS EAST
4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties. (320) 253-1154.
CHECK US OUT!
$200 a month, 1-4 br’s avail. Shared
baths, close to hockey arena. Heat,
water, garbage paid! 9-12 month
leases avail. now! Laundry on-site.
Secure bldg. Call now!
(763) 633-1080 ext. 28.

CLASSIFIEDS
2 BEDROOMS FROM $475!
Includes basic cable, heat, water
and refuse. Close to campus and on
the bus line. Call Angie at 761-7571
today!
SPACIOUS 2 BR’S
Michigan Place. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Quiet building
and location. Low rent and cheap
security deposit. Call Angie
(320) 654-8300.
2005-2006 SCHOOL SEASON
Remodeled 4 bedroom apts. $205
per bed. Call (320) 980-7545.
2005-2006 SCHOOL SEASON
Nice 4 bedroom house. $300 per
bed. Call (320) 980-7545.
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS
Close to SCSU. Also single rooms.
Heat paid. Call (320) 251-8284.
CARETAKER NEEDED
For West Campus Apts. Heat,
water, garbage and basic cable
included as well! Please call Angie
to inquire. 654-8300.
FEMALE AND MALE SUBLETS
In 4 bedroom apts. Heat paid, dishwasher, close. Excell Prop.
251-6005.
FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENTS
One 2 br duplex, 9 brs in house!
Plus fill-in spots! Great locations!
Call Pillar Property (320) 259-4259!
1 BDRM AND 2 BDRM
Near campus. (320) 253-5340.

ONE STOP SHOPPING!!!
1,2,3 & 4 bedrooms available. Many
different features, including balconies, lofts, A/C, on-site caretaking
and great locations. Call for a personal showing. 654-8300.
2nd SEMESTER LEASING
3&4 bdrm apts. Cable included call
259-9673.
LARGE 3&4 BDRM APTS
W/heat, paid, +70 channels cable
included, dishwasher, newly carpeted. Call 259-9673.
SOUTHSIDE ROOMS
Available. Heat, water, cable/int.
included. Available immediately or
spring semester. Call (507) 4387236 or (320) 309-6403.
ONE, TWO AND THREE
Bedroom apartments available.
Park Plaza. 253-1615.
BEDROOMS STARTING AT $210!
Single bedroom within 4 bdrm unit.
Blocks away from SCSU, on bus
route. Heat, water, garbage and
basic cable included! Ask about our
awesome move-in special!
654-8300.
‘05-06 SCHOOL YEAR
6/1/05 4-10 Br. houses. 2-4 br apts.
Great locations. Quality housing.
Dan 251-1925.
‘05-06 SCHOOL YEAR
6/1/05 “The Castle” 3 and 4 br.
apts. Spacious. Quality living. Dan
251-1925.

3 BEDROOM DUPLEX
For rent. Finished basement. Very
clean. (320) 654-6844.

HOUSES
6/1/05. 20 locations. 1-4 blks to
SCSU Library. Dan 251-1925.

1BR/2BR
$475/$550 per month. Heat paid.
Nice and new. Clean, quiet, students only. Call 761-2822.

1, 2 and 4 BEDROOM APTS
Heat paid, AC, DW, Parking. Nice!
Excel Prop. 251-6005.

TOWNHOUSES
Near Halenbeck 6/1/05. 3 br’s.
heat/parking included. Dan 2511925.

2 BDR APARTMENT
2 blocks from SCSU, heat paid.
$650 sec. dep. Avail. Sept. 1, Jim:
(612) 508-3723.

LARGE TWO BEDROOM APT.
Heat paid, AC, DW, parking, close.
Avail. Dec. 1. Excel Prop.
251-6005.

SHARE 4 BR HOUSE
$275 per room + utilities. 253-9442.

STUDIO APT.
400+ square feet, heat paid, AC,
parking, close. Avail. 11/1/04.
Excel Prop. 251-6005.

FOUR BEDROOM
Two bath apartment homes. Offstreet parking available close to
SCSU campus, $220-$260 per person 9-12 month lease. Water,
sewer, garbage paid. Heat paid in
winter months. Call now to reserve
your home. (763) 633-1080 ext. 28.
ROOMS AVAILABLE !!!
Incl. leases within 1 bedroom units.
Blocks from SCSU. $220-230. Low
SD. (320) 654-8300.

SUBLEASE
Single rooms 1-4 br apts., houses.
Now, 12/1, 1/1. Dan 251-1925.
HOUSES, APTS
Updated. Various Locations.
Now, 12/1, 1/1/05. Heating/Parking
incl. Dan 251-1925.
HOUSING
Rent neg. Dan 251-1925.

UP To 6 Rooms
Available in HUGE HOUSE on 8th
Ave. So. Clean, wood floors, big
rooms! Michelle (763) 234-0267.
ROOM IN HOUSE
2 miles from campus. Hot tub, pool
table, high speed internet, swimming pool, includes all utilities.
$300/month. Call Simon @
(320) 493-2608.
SHERBURNE COURT APTS
1 and 2 brm, 2 brm and den. 6
blocks to campus. 1 block to clipper or metro bus. Heat, cable,
refuse, water, free parking.
Starting at $485. Garage avail.
Quiet and clean. Call Diane (320)
253-2155.
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SUBLEASER WANTED
Available Jan 1st. Close to campus.
Bus stop outside. Friendly roommates. Heat, water, garage included. Call Sommer (507) 210-6051.
UMHE HAS ONE OPENING
Rent $245 p/month. Right on campus! Christian Student Community
call 252-9701. Free parking, W/D,
cable utilities.
RAVINE APTS
4 bedrooms 224-4409.
SHARE HOUSE
4 BR/2 BA, N/S, N/P, W/D, on bus
line. Util. paid. $285. (612) 6168526.
ROOMMATE WANTED
2 blocks from SCSU. Call (605)
228-4598 or (605) 397-2718.
EFFICIENCY 1,2,3,AND 4 BEDROOM APTS
Close to SCSU, great parking, heat
paid. Also apts. in houses. Call 2518284.

SEMESTER BREAK WORK!
Vector has fun work, flexible
around classes or over winter
break , 1-5 week program. $14.25
base-appt. Customer sales/service, scholarships possible, conditions apply, all ages 18+. Call
NOW! Start after finals. (320) 2039481.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK WITH BIANCHIROSS TOURS!
Over 18 years of Spring Break
experience! The BEST Spring
Break Under the Sun! AcapulcoVallarta-Mazatlan-Cancun & Cabo.
Organize a group-GO FREE! 800875-4525 or www.bianchirossi.com

FOR SALE

2 BEDROOM APTS
Spacious, close to SCSU, heat
paid. Call 251-8284.

FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER
Fall into color, perfumes, age-fighting moisturizers, and private spa
collections. FREE GIFT varies
w/purchase amount. FREE SHIPPING. Call Karen (320) 685-8002
or visit www.marykay.com/cosmeticbeauty (offer not in conjunction
w/other promotions/discounts -Exp. 01/05).

2 BR IN 4-PLEX
By Halenbeck Hall.Call Rick
255-7002.

ATTENTION

3OR 4 BEDROOM APTS
Decks, close to SCSU.
Call 251-8284.

2,3 AND 4 BEDROOM APTS
University North, MV II. Decks,
parking, close to SCSU. Call 2518284
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Available. Utilities included. Clean
and quiet. 259-9434
LIVE W/ 6 Guys
3 Bath, 2 kitchens, wrap-around
porch. $400 includes all utilities.
Chad (320) 224-1479
PREVIEW OUR BUILDINGS
For the 2005-2006 school year.
Charlamaine, Classic Bridgeview
South, River Ridge, Park South,
Bridgeview West. Going to be here
over break? Call us (320) 3330500. Dennis Property
Management.

EMPLOYMENT
SPRING BREAK 2005
With STS, America’s #1 student
tour operator. Hiring campus reps.
Call for group discounts. Info/reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

EGG DONORS
We can compensate you, but
never repay you. Earn $500 and a
couple’s undying gratitude. If you
are a healthy non-smoker, age 2131, we welcome you to contact us
for more information. We offer a
comprehensive program far
beyond other services. Conceive
Abilities. (612) 920-3388.
www.conceiveabilities.com
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
To help with research project on
gay men’s relationships spring
semester. Independent study credit
possible. Contact Professor Ringer
MS 156 ringer@stcloudstate.edu
INJURED? CAR ACCIDENT?
WORK INJURY?
For 19 years we have successfully
helped hundreds regain their
health. 100% coverage for work or
auto injuries. Don’t suffer anymore.
Call Eastside Chiropractic today.
251-3303. 5 minutes from campus.
METABALIST BREAK THROUGH
Lose up to 30 LBS in 30 days.
Works like magic! www.slimmershape.net (320)-255-8833
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3-DAY WEEKENDS®
600 WHENEVER MINUTES®
FREE CALLING ON FRIDAYS,

University Chronicle

SATURDAYS,

Mall Of America Kiosk
East Broadway
Bloomington
952.854.3032

AND SUNDAYS
NO LONG DISTANCE OR ROAMING CHARGES
ONLY

$39.99

Brookdale Mall Kiosk
Brooklyn Park
763.503.7368

A MONTH

Riverdale Commons
3450 124th Avenue NW
Coon Rapids
763.421.0000

FAMILYTIME®
Motorola V300
Integrated camera phone

Nokia 6010

It’s like buy one,
get one

Color display

FREE
After a $200 mail-in rebate on
second phone purchase and
activation of FamilyTime® plan.
Motorola V300 SRP $199.99.
Annual contract required. Taxes
not included.

SRP $99.99

Up to 5 phones

FREE
After a $99.99 instant
in-store rebate. Annual
contract required. Taxes
not included.

UNLIMITED MOBILE-TO-MOBILE

850

WHENEVER MINUTES®

8077 Wedgewood Lane North
Maple Grove
763.416.4690

UNLIMITED NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS
NO LONG DISTANCE OR ROAMING CHARGES
ONLY

$69.99

A MONTH FOR
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2

Highway 394 &
Ridgedale Drive
Minnetonka
952.540.9999

LINES

2100 Snelling Avenue, North
Roseville
651.633.7050
4143 West Division Street
St. Cloud
320.203.7066

TALK FOR FREE ON
CHRISTMAS EVE!*

*Offer valid only with activation of 3 Day Weekend plan. See store for details.

1650 Park Place Boulevard
St. Louis Park
952.544.9191

$30
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themobilephone.com
Additional Regulatory Programs Fee of 86¢ per line/mo. applies. Fee helps us recover costs associated with complying with government mandates and programs (whether or not used or available). This is not a tax or government-required charge. Taxes and other charges(including Universal Service charges) additional. Cancellation: If you are not satisfied with our service, you may cancel
within 14 days of activation with no early cancellation fee. Consumer Information: Limited-time offer; subject to change. 40¢ per additional minute. 5¢ per additional text message. Rates are for domestic calls. Coverage only available on our domestic GSM/GPRS network and that of our roaming partners (“Get More network”). Credit approval, $35 activation fee and 1-year agreement
required, with $200 early cancellation fee per line. Use of our service constitutes acceptance of our terms and conditions, including mandatory arbitration. Taxes, USF and other charges additional. Unused allowances lost. Partial minutes used are rounded up and charged at the full-minute rate; calls are measured from when the network begins to process the call (before the phone rings
or the call is answered) through its termination of the call. Billing of roaming charges and minutes of use or services may be delayed. Devices sold for use on our GSM/GPRS system may not be compatible with other wireless systems. Additional restrictions apply; see brochure and terms and conditions for details. Calling Plans: Domestic long distance (but not for credit card, calling card
or operator-assisted calls) and roaming are on the Get More network. Call Rating: Weekends are midnight Fri. to midnight Sun. T-Mobile 3-Day Weekends™ begin midnight Thu. Nights are 9 pm to 6:59 am. Mobile-to-mobile minutes means a directly dialed call to or from a T-Mobile subscriber while you are on our domestic network. Call minutes currently rate in the following order (as
available): mobile-to-mobile, weekend, night, Whenever. Phone/Rebate: At participating locations. While supplies last; shipping charges may apply. Mail-in rebate offer requires purchase of the phone listed and new activation on a qualifying rate plan. You must be on a qualifying rate plan when rebate is processed. Allow 8-10 weeks for check. Offers: Calling plan and handset offers require
a minimum 1-year contract. T-Mobile is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG. ©2004.
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At your campus bookstore we work directly with your professors to ensure we only order the exact books they plan on using.
Buy your books somewhere else and you may or may not get what you’re really after. So if you’re looking for a deal, now you
know where to look.

Your campus bookstore has the right book

